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if you contact toyota through this list or another list they will give you a discount and or free
software on top of it. i don't think they give software away for germany anymore but if you contact
them through the list or directly they will provide you the software. not all the time but it happened
twice and free software included. i will purchase this software based on amount of effort needed to

get it going and functionality, i need it to do the following:1. vehicle diagnostics2. de-tuning3.
conform to obd2 (not too much of a deal breaker) i'll use this software in my garage for tuning and
diagnose my own car. i'm going to get all the software and the manuel as well for this and i have
never used obdwiz and i'm not sure it's worth it for this reason. could use it from a laptop but it

would be easier just to buy a stand alone tool because with a laptop it's always a hassle to get it to
work and it doesn't have all the features this does. a week later i got my software for free with an

obdwiz key and i gave him a plug to download. now i have a obdwiz key for my 2011 tacoma with vin
1ay84kzmhg3vu9d27636p that has an e32 engine in it. it is nice that this tool is updated all the time,

but that they do not update it often would be a problem for me. i downloaded the latest version of
obdwiz, and it is going well. if i run the check obd function, my vin is printed out, the version, and the

word ok appears on the screen. if i read from the tach, the speed on the screen changes. the
quickest way to find out which sensor has a problem is to scroll.
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